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3.2.3. Landscape elements.

 
3.2.3.1. Description.

Landscape elements are non-productive areas of natural or artificial origin present in agricultural landscapes. They provide numerous 
benefits in term of the provision of ecosystems services not-related to yield. In the current orientation of the CAP these landscape 
elements usually fit into the category of ‘Ecological Focus Area (EFA)’ and have been recognized a major role in enhancing biodiversity 
(e.g. Biodiversa, 2017). This section covers elements presents in agricultural landscapes that are already present, but which have 
not been specifically implemented with a purpose already covered in a different section (e.g. vegetative barriers that will become 
hedgerows with time). Table 3.2.3.1. summarizes the major classes of landscape elements within this context.   

 
  Table 3.2.3.1. Major landscape elements within agricultural landscapes. 

Element Reason

Island forest. Small forest creating an enclave of trees and shrubs in an agricultural landscape. 

Hedgerows. 
A line of different types of shrubs and small trees growing very close together, especially 
between fields or along the sides of roads in the countryside.  

Tree line. 
Line of trees of shrubs narrower than a hedgerow.  

Isolated trees. Single trees located in a homogeneous agricultural field.

Fallow land. Land that is permanently left fallow.

Stone walls.
Walls, usually made of dry stone and of high aesthetic value used as field boundaries  or 
retaining walls.

Traditional structures. Other typical rural constructions such as isolated houses, wells, barns etc. 
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The positive effect of these elements depends usually of the amount, and type, of vegetation and the care and attention paid to them. 
For instance, they need to be maintained clean of aggressive weeds, mowed or pruned and cleaned regularly, and paying attention to 
accidental damage by cropping operations. For instance, avoid spraying them accidentally when applying agrochemical treatments in 
adjacent crops. Table 3.1.3.2. summarizes the expected impact of these elements assuming that these conditions are fulfilled.

 
Table 3.2.3.2. Impact of selected landscape elements on several ecosystem services.  ++ means high 

impact, + moderate impact, o means negligible.
 *means impact only if buffering a water stream from runoff from an agricultural area. 

Element Enhancement 
of biodiversity  Erosion control   Offsite 

contamination 
Landscape 
aesthetics 

Island forest.         ++            ++             ++/o *                    ++ 

Hedgerows.         ++            ++             ++/o *                   ++ 

Tree line.         +            +             o  
         ++ 

Isolated trees.         +            o             o          ++ 

Fallow land.         +            ++             ++/o *                  ++ 

Stone walls.         +            ++             +                   ++ 

Traditional 
structures.          +            o             o                  ++ 
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3.2.3.2. Images of different kind of landscape elements.

 
Figure 3.2.3.1. Island forest in NE Italy (Photo J.A. Gómez).

 
Figure 3.2.3.2. Hedgerow separating two fields in S. Spain in a semiarid environment (Photo J. Mora).
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Figure 3.2.3.3. Tree line in an access road in Southern Bohemia, Czech Republic (Photo T. Dostal).

 
Figure 3.2.3.4. Isolated tree in a fallow land in S. Spain (Photo J. Mora).
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Figure 3.2.3.5. Vegetated fallow land in S. Spain (Photo J. Mora).  

 
Figure 3.2.3.6. Stone wall in a terraced orchard in E. Spain (Photo J.A. Gómez).
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Figure 3.2.3.7. Changes of landscape structure and encroachment of landscapes elements  in Central 

Bohemia, 1953 vs. 2015. Photo https://kontaminace.cenia.cz/

https://kontaminace.cenia.cz/)
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Figure 3.2.3.8. Small forest island nearby a tradition house farm in S. Spain (Photo J. Mora). 
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